
SEASHELL DECORATING

Question: I love the coast and collect sea-
shells.  I have a rather large collection of them 
but do not know how to pleasingly display them 
in my home.  Any ideas?

Answer:  Even when you are far from the coast, 
rooms decorated with seashells will take you 
back to the beach.  With a number of optional 
seashell placements, you can be taken back to 
the sea as you move throughout your house.  
      To show off a shapely shell, pour sand into 
a glass cylinder vase.  Arrange the conch to call 
attention to its natural beauty.  Stand the vase 
on its own or rest another shell or two against 
the base.
       One bowl-shaped shell filled with a variety of 
shells and soaps is a pretty way to display larges 
shells in a bathroom.  Top with a pretty starfish.
       Large shells, individually displayed, are as 
attractive as fine sculpture.  Look for perfect 
pieces that will sit flat or be propped up on a 
stand or pedestal.  Bookcases can be an ode to 
a white shell collection, providing a stunning look 
against gray or blue backdrops. 
       Art featuring different types of shells deco-
rates a wall anywhere.  A collage of prints framed 
in black stand out against blue walls and can be 
beautifully lit by a decorative sconce.
       A mantel laden with shells brings a few nauti-
cal touches in a family room.  Adorning a fireplace 
mantel with your favorite shells is a great way to 
infuse something personal into your space.
      Using shells for craft projects is a beauti-
ful way to add seashell style into your life. Shell-
encrusted pieces steal the spotlight in a dramatic 
hallway display.  Collections of small shell beau-
ties glued around a frame provide a quick and 
easy beachy accessory. 
 Email your interior decorating inquiry to:
                renee@jenningsfurniture.com
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